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Development of the Crown in Darkali

The stewards of Darkali first started integrating a possible Crown through Darkali over 25 years ago when the then Auroville Development 
group showed where the alignment was projected. At that point the stewards did not further develop this area which was then predicted to 
be 5 meter wide, no trees were subsequently planted but it was protected and regeneration happened in that area.
It only became apparent in recent years that this alignment had changed, pulling the Crown into an area that had been actively managed not 
only in the sphere of tree planting but extensive soil and water conservation, this is directly adjacent to the old alignment.

The recent events in chronological order: -

•     31/7/2021 – The Crown walk.
•     16/9/2021 – The latest survey map was presented to the Darkali stewards by TDC members; Anbu, Toby and Debu.
•     23/9/2021 – A meeting held with Darkali stewards to see a way forward when many alternate proposals offered by the stewards 

were discussed with TDC members; Anbu, Toby, Saravanam, plus Gajendran.
•     7/10/2021 – The present alternate proposal by the Darkali Stewards was presented to TDC members; Anbu, Toby, Saravanam. 

They then walked on the land together to discuss and physically see the advantages of this route.
•     21/10/2021 – The Darkali stewards attended a meeting onsite at Darkali with the secretary Dr. Ravi and Srinivasamurthy from the 

Auroville Foundation and TDC members, Anbu and Toby. During this meeting it was stated that the alternate proposal offered by 
the Darkali stewards was not acceptable and that they would have to collaborate with the 16.7 meter clearing.

The main points of the proposed route put forward by the Darkali stewards: -

•     The alignment falls within the 30 meter Crown parameters as per TDC survey.
•     The route requires very little tree removal compared to a massive clearing of dense indigenous vegetation as well as substantial 

areas of large mature trees for the TDC route.
•     The route does not impact the exhaustive rain water conservation work carried out in the area compared to the extensive damage 

caused by destroying two key water catchments if TDC proposal was followed.
•     Most of the route has been carefully cleared.





Water catchment 2 with the TDC road proposed over it

The two options

A stand of large trees to be cut within TDC’s 
proposal



Darkali’s proposed alternative with TDC’s route to the left

Ficus bengalensis, large tree to be cut if following the 
TDC’s proposal

Water catchment 1 with the TDC road proposed over it (to the right)


